Basketball game-related statistics that discriminate between teams’ season-long success
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Abstract
The aim of the present study was to identify the game-related statistics that discriminate between season-long successful and unsuccessful basketball teams participating in the Spanish Basketball League (LEB1). The sample included all 145 average records per season from the 870 games played between the 2000-2001 and the 2005-2006 regular seasons. The following game-related statistics were gathered from the official box scores of the Spanish Basketball Federation: 2- and 3-point field-goal attempts (both successful and unsuccessful), free-throws (both successful and unsuccessful), defensive and offensive rebounds, assists, steals, turnovers, blocks (both made and received), and fouls (both committed and received). To control for season variability, all results were normalized to minutes played each season and then converted to z-scores. The results allowed discrimination between best and worst teams’ performances through the following game-related statistics: assists (SC = 0.47), steals (SC = 0.34), and blocks (SC = 0.30). The function obtained correctly classified 82.4% of the cases. In conclusion, season-long performance may be supported by players’ and teams’ passing skills and defensive preparation.
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Introduction
The study of basketball game-related statistics in competition has been used to identify variables that can distinguish between successful teams and players, which can lead to better sport results. Indeed, this field of research has recently become a subject of practical and scientific interest to coaches and sport scientists. Globally, available research has shown that basketball winning teams outperform losing teams in shooting field goals and securing defensive rebounds (Akers, Wolff, & Buttross, 1991; Ibáñez, Sampaio, Sáenz-López, Giménez, & Janeira, 2003; Ittenbach & Esters, 1995; Karipidis, Fotinakis, Taxildaris, & Fatouros, 2001). However, in specific game contexts such as closely contested games, other game-related statistics such as fouls and free-throws exhibit greater importance (Kozar, Vaughn, Whitfield, Lord, & Dye, 1994). In these studies, other game-related statistics such as offensive rebounds, turnovers, steals, and assists have not been reported as consistently as discriminators between winning and losing teams.

This suggests that winning teams’ performances are based on the quality of player decision making and field-goal efficiency and efficacy within a well-defined strategic and tactical team environment (Trninic, Dizdar, & Lukšić, 2002). Concurrently, the defensive rebounds represent a team’s ability to recover the ball after an opponent’s missed shots (Trninic et al., 2002). A successful defensive rebounding team has more opportunities to attempt field goals, score points, and win games (Sampaio & Janeira, 2003). High-level performances in rebounding are associated with players’ anthropometric characteristics, muscular fitness, and technical and tactical preparation (Carter, Ackland, Kerr, & Stappf, 2005).
These studies contrasted winners and losers of games played during a regular basketball season (Akers et al., 1991; Ittenbach & Esters, 1995), two regular basketball seasons (Sampaio & Janeiro, 2003), or international championships (Ibáñez et al., 2003; Karipidis et al., 2001). No study has been conducted over several basketball seasons to identify game-related statistics that discriminate season-long success. This information would allow more specific strategic and tactical team preparation, from player recruitment to practice planning, execution, and control. On the other hand, all previous studies have only contrasted winners’ and losers’ performances. A reasonable question is that game final outcome can be a measure of team success, but only at a given instant, because successful teams can lose some games and unsuccessful teams can win games. Thus, it is possible that a better measure of teams’ success would be one that identifies a team’s season-long success rather than immediate game performances. Therefore, the aim of the present study was to identify the basketball game-related statistics that discriminate between teams’ season-long success.

Methods

Sample and variables

Data were collected from all 870 games played between the 2000-2001 and 2005-2006 regular seasons (Spanish Basketball League, LEB1). From this sample, 145 average records per season were analysed with all games played over four periods of 10 min, with 24 s ball possessions. The game-related statistics gathered included: 2- and 3-point field-goal attempts (both successful and unsuccessful), free-throws (both successful and unsuccessful), defensive and offensive rebounds, assists, steals, turnovers, blocks (both made and received), and fouls (both committed and received). To control for game rhythm, all variables were then normalized according to game ball possessions and multiplied by 100 (Kubatko, Oliver, Pelton, & Rosenbaum, 2007; Oliver, 2004; Sampaio & Janeiro, 2003). Ball possessions (BP) were calculated using the following equation: \( BP = \text{field goals attempts} - \text{offensive rebounds} + \text{turnovers} - 0.4 \times \text{attempted free throws} \) (Kubatko et al., 2007; Oliver, 2004). The offensive efficacy was calculated by dividing team points scored by game ball possessions. All variables were screened for outliers, which were eliminated from the sample. In addition, all variables were normalized according to minutes played in the corresponding season (because the number of competing teams varied across seasons) before being transformed to z-scores. This transformation was carried out to provide a normative measure that best compares teams’ performances. To measure teams’ season-long success, all game performances were divided into two categories: best teams (teams that qualified for the play-off series, i.e. the 8 best teams) and worst teams (teams that did not qualify for the play-off series, i.e. the remaining 8–10 teams).

Statistical analysis

One-way analysis of variance was carried out to identify differences in game-related statistics between best and worst teams’ performances. Then, a discriminant analysis was performed to identify the variables that best discriminate between the groups (Ntoumanis, 2001). Interpretation of the discriminant functions was based on examination of the structure coefficients greater than |0.30| (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). Validation of the discriminant models was conducted using the leave-one-out method of cross-validation (Norusis, 2004). Cross-validation analysis takes subsets of data for training and testing and is required to understand the usefulness of discriminant functions when classifying new data. This method involves generating the discriminant function on all but one of the participants \((n - 1)\) and then testing for group membership of that participant. The process is repeated for each participant \((n \text{ times})\) and the percentage of correct classifications generated through averaging for the \(n\) trials. The statistical analyses were performed using SPSS software release 13.0 and statistical significance was set at \(P \leq 0.05\).

Results

Descriptive results from game-related statistics for best and worst teams are presented in Table I, with the best teams exhibiting significantly more successful free-throws, defensive rebounds, assists, steals, blocks, and offensive efficiency, and significantly fewer fouls committed compared with the worst teams (Table I).

The discriminant function obtained was statistically significant \((P < 0.01)\) and was able to correctly classify 82.4% of the cases. The results allowed discrimination between best and worst teams’ performances through the following game-related statistics: assists \((SC = 0.47)\), steals \((SC = 0.34)\), and blocks \((SC = 0.30)\). In all cases, the best teams exhibited higher values (Table II).

Discussion

The aim of the present study was to identify the game-related statistics that discriminate between
season-long successful and unsuccessful basketball teams. We reasoned that teams’ regular season final classification, instead of game final outcome, would be a more suitable measure of teams’ success. Available research identifies field-goal shooting and defensive rebounds as discriminant statistics between winners and losers of games. However, these game-related statistics are not discriminant, when the criterion is season-long success, as in the present study. In fact, our results suggest that season-long basketball success is discriminated best by performance on assists, steals, and blocks. In essence, this is the profile of a team that exhibits better overall passing skills and better outside and inside defensive pressure.

The assists are an altruistic measure of teamwork and require good decision making in court, coordination, anticipation, timing, and exquisite execution (Gómez, Tsamourtzis, & Lorenzo, 2006; Melnick, 2001). Other researchers have reported that assists were a discriminating game-related statistic between senior and junior basketball players’ performances, suggesting that this is also a measure of player and team experience and maturity (Sampaio, Ibañez, & Feu 2004). These actions are mostly performed by guards (Sampaio, Janeira, Ibanez, & Lorenzo, 2006; Taxildaris et al., 2001). Therefore, it is suggested that the best teams have players in this specific position better prepared to execute these tasks, building in practices and promoting in competition a stronger within-team offensive communication (Heuzé, Rainbault, & Fontayne, 2006).

The steals and blocks are a measure of better outside and inside defensive pressure, respectively. In fact, ball steals occur mostly outside the court restrictive area and are usually performed by guards and forwards (Miller & Bartlett, 1996; Sampaio et al., 2006). Players’ assertiveness and fitness have a strong influence in these tasks (Dežman, Trninic, & Dizdar, 2001; Trninic, Dizdar, & Dežman, 2000). In addition, effective team defensive communication can lead to increased defensive pressure in all passing spots, and ultimately to passes that are easier to steal (Otto, 1998). Also, it has been suggested that less effective teams use ball dribbling more frequently (Gómez et al., 2006), which can increase the probability of a steal. On the other hand, blocks occur mostly inside the court restrictive area and are usually performed by centres (Sampaio et al., 2006; Sporiš, Šango, Vučetić, & Mašina, 2006). Centres’ anthropometric and technical characteristics appear to have an important influence in these defensive tasks. Also, because they are the tallest and strongest defenders and the nearest to the basket, they also play a role in intimidating opponents’ field-goal attempts (Trninic et al., 2000). In fact, the execution of blocks depends mostly upon player height, jumping ability, and coordination, as well as on adequate technique (Papadimitrou, Taxildaris, Derri, & Mantis, 1999). Again, an effective team defensive communication can leave the opposing centres with no option but to attempt a field goal with a greater chance of it being blocked. Therefore, the current results seem to suggest that the best teams have players who are better prepared to execute these game defensive tasks, outside and inside the court restrictive area.

There were no statistically significant differences between best and worst teams’ game ball possessions, which are a reflection of game rhythm (Oliver,
Conclusions
Our results suggest a number of differences between best and worst teams' game-related statistics, but globally the offensive (assists) and defensive (steals and blocks) actions were the most powerful factors in discriminating between groups. Therefore, game winners and losers are discriminated by defensive rebounding and field-goal shooting, whereas season-long performance is discriminated by players' and teams' passing skills and defensive preparation. Players should be better informed about these results and it is suggested that coaches pay attention to guards' passing skills, to forwards' stealing skills, and to centres' blocking skills to build and prepare offensive communication and overall defensive pressure.
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